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ABSTRACT
The local electric field distribution of propagating surface plasmons along Ag nanowires can be imaged by coating the
nanowires with a layer of quantum dots, which provide a useful tool to study the plasmon propagation. In simple
photonic networks composed of Ag nanowires, plasmons can be controllably routed to a specific nanowire output. The
underlying physical mechanism is that the plasmon interferences modulate the near field distribution and thus control the
output intensity. The plasmon interference can result in combinations of optical signals that execute specific
interferometric Boolean logic operations. And a complete family of Boolean logic gates is realized in the simple
nanowire networks. The primary nanowire in the network can be viewed as the plasmonic equivalent of a bus in a central
processing unit. Furthermore, a plasmonic NOR gate is demonstrated by cascading OR gate and NOT gate. To realize
the cascaded NOR gate, the plasmon wave packet should overlap with the junction between the main wire and the
branch wire for the control signal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nobel metal nanostructures have many unique properties due to surface plasmon resonances, and have been used in
different fields, such as surface-enhanced spectroscopy [1-4], plasmon-assisted optical force [5-7], biological sensing [810], cancer therapy [11] and photovoltaic devices [12]. We have focused on the mechanism of strong electromagnetic
near field enhancement by surface plasmon resonances and its applications for more than one decade. The excitation of
surface plasmons in metal nanostructures can generate enhanced electromagnetic field [13], especially when the metal
nanoparticles are placed nearby [14-18]. For a nanoparticle dimer, the electromagnetic coupling between the two
particles will make the electromagnetc field in the dimer junction be enhanced greatly. This large field enhancement
makes single molecule surface-enhancement Raman scattering (SERS) possible [14, 15]. Besides single nanoparticles
and nanoparticle dimers [19-21], nanostructures of other different geometries have been investigated, such as core-shell
nanoparticles [22-25], nanoparticle arrays [26, 27], nanohole-particle [28], nanowire-nanoparticle [29], nanotipnanoparticle [30, 31], nanoparticle chain [32, 33], nanoparticles deposited on nanowire arrays [34]. Particles with rough
surface are also good structures for SERS [35, 36]. It has been reported that the nanoparticle aggregates can serve as
antennas to modulate the emission polarization of single molecule [37, 38]. The SP resonances strongly depend on the
nanostructure size, shape, morphology and dielectric environment [39-42]. The SP resonance peak shift with change of
the dielectric environment caused by adsorption of molecules or different dielectric coating thickness makes it a useful
tool for sensing [8, 9].
Recently, one dimensional metal nanowires (NWs) are attractive because they support propagating SPs [43-47]. For
nanowires with diameter smaller than half wavelength of the input light, they can realize the light propagation with the
local field tightly confined around the nanowries. And the light emission from a nanowire occurs only at the ends of the
structure and other symmetry-breaking sites, such as an adjacent nanoparticle, a structural anomaly [44, 45]. We recently
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demonstrated that by using propagating SPs on metal nanowires, SERS and quantum dot fluorescence can be remotely
excited [48, 49]. The propagating SP emission direction, correlation between incident and emission polarization,
emission modulation, effect of a proximal substrate and coloring fluorescence emission have also been investigated [5055]. In branched NW structures composed of a primary NW and a branch NW, the plasmons can be routed to either
output terminal by controlling the incident polarization [56]. On the other hand, the coupling of light to SPs makes it
possible to reduce the dimensions of light-based devices to the nanoscale. Plasmonic waveguide provides an important
element to build plasmonic circuits [57, 58].
In this paper, we will discuss the plasmonic logic operations realized in Ag NW networks and the underlying mechanism.
By using QD fluorescence, the local electric field distribution of propagating SPs along Ag NWs can be imaged [57].
This provides a valuable tool for the study of plasmons propagating along branched or joined NWs, forming NW
networks. In Ag NW networks of simple geometries, plasmons launched at two input terminals can be controllably
routed to a specific NW output [57]. The underlying physical mechanism, interference between SPs launched at different
positions along a primary NW, is clearly observable, as is the detailed evolution of the plasmon field along the device. If
a second plasmon beam is excited in the simple NW network, the output can be controlled to turn on or turn off, which
results in combinations of optical signals that execute specific interferometric Boolean logic operations. This primary
NW can thus be viewed as the plasmonic equivalent of a bus in a central processing unit. By loading the primary NW
with plasmons launched with specific input properties at the secondary input NWs, the resulting plasmonic interference
enables routing and out-coupling to specific output NWs. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the plasmonic logic
operations can be cascaded. A NOR gate is realized by cascading OR and NOT gates in a four terminal NW network
[58]. QD imaging reveals that the control to plasmon near-field distributions play an important role in determining the
performance of the device.

2. QUANTUM-DOT BASED LOCAL FIELD IMAGING FOR PLASMONS ON SILVER
NANOWIRES
Chemically synthesized Ag nanowires (NWs) with smooth surfaces are excellent waveguides that support propagating
SPs. The Ag NWs are dispersed on clean glass substrate, and Al2O3 was deposited onto the sample using atomic layer
deposition (ALD) technique. Then, CdSe@ZnS quantum dots (QDs) are spincoated on top of the sample as local
reporters to image the electromagnetic (EM) near-field distribution on the NWs.
A bright field image of a typical Ag nanowire and its QD emission image under large-area illumination are shown in
Figure 1ai, ii. When a 632.8 nm laser is focused at one end of the nanowire, a periodic node-like field distribution along
the wire is clearly observed (Figure 1aiii-vi). The spatial modulation of the near field along the nanowire is a direct
result of the interference of the wire plasmons excited by the light source. The excitation light with arbitrary polarization
can excite plasmons of different modes, the spatial distribution of which is quite different. The interference of these
modes results in the modulated electric field distribution along the NW. The excitation efficiency and thus the magnitude
of a certain mode can be determined by incident polarization. Therefore the total local field distribution is strongly
dependent on the polarization direction of the laser input. For longitudinal incident polarization (Figure 1aiii), the near
field is distributed symmetrically along the NW. Increasing the polarization angle shifts the well-pronounced nodes of
the field distribution from one side of the NW to the other.
If a structural anomaly, such as an adjacent Ag nanoparticle, is present near a node of the NW plasmon, it can affect the
plasmon field distribution, and result in bright emission, as shown in Figure 1b. The strength of the far-field emission at
the adjacent nanoparticle is strongly controlled by the local plasmon-induced field distribution. Here, changing the
polarization angle of the plasmon-launching laser controls the light emission intensity from the adjacent Ag nanoparticle.
Light emission from the nanoparticle can be varied from a maximally emitting “ON” state (Figure 1biii), when the node
of the field distribution is at the particle (Figure 1biv), to a minimally-emitting “OFF” state (Figure 1bv), when the node
is on the opposite side of the nanowire (Figure 1bvi).
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Figure 1. QD emission images of plasmons launched by 632.8 nm laser excitation at one end of a Ag nanowire. Changing
the polarization angle at the input modifies the field distribution in the nanowire (a) and controls the emission from an
adjacent Ag nanoparticle at the opposite end of the wire (b). (a) (i) Optical image of aNWand a SEMimage of a
typicalNWcoated with 30 nm Al2O3 (inset). (ii) The QD emission image with wide field excitation. (iii-vi) QD
emission images for different incident polarizations. (b) (i) Optical image of a NW-NP system. (ii) The QD emission
image with wide field excitation. (iii) Scattering image. (iv) QD emission image corresponding to (iii). (v,vi) Scattering
and QD emission images for a different polarization. The scale bar is 200 nm in ai, and 5 μm in bi.The red arrows
indicate the laser polarization. To enhance the contrast, we use a green color scale to show the intensity distribution of
the QD emission. (ref 57)

3. INTERFEROMETRIC LOGIC IN SILVER NANOWIRE NETWORKS
When a second nanowire is placed in close proximity to the primary wire in a branching geometry, it can serve as a
second input from which a plasmon can be independently launched onto the structure (Figure 2a). We can describe the
behavior of this simple branched nanowire as having two input terminals I1 and I2 and one output terminal (O). Both the
polarization angle and the phase difference between the two excitation beams I1 and I2 control the emission at output O.
As the relative phase between I1 and I2 is monotonically increased, the emission intensity at O varies in an oscillatory
manner (Figure 2b). For the specific input polarizations shown in Figure 2, the ratio of maximum to minimum intensity
at O can be larger than 10. This dynamic range makes it straightforward to assign maximum and minimum output
intensities as “ON” and “OFF” states. When the two input fields (1 and 1) individually or collectively result in a
maximum (1), this three-terminal structure represents an OR gate. Conversely, either input signal will emit when
launched individually but, when launched jointly, may result in a minimum or “OFF” state (0) when the two input
plasmons interfere destructively. In this case, the structure functions as an XOR gate. The QD emission images for these
“ON” and “OFF” states (Figure 2c) clearly show the underlying interference-based mechanism resulting in the observed
output behavior.
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Figure 2. Interference of plasmons in Ag NWs. (a) Optical image of a simple two-nanowire network composed of a primary
nanowire and a converging secondary input nanowire. (b) Scattering intensity at output O as a function of optical phase
delay when input is either I1 or I2 (green); scattering intensity at outputOas a function of optical phase delay for both
I1 and I2 inputs (black). (c) (i,iii) Scattering images for the case of two inputs I1 and I2, but with differing phase
change. (ii,iv) QD emission images corresponding to i and iii. The red arrows indicate the polarization of the input
excitation laser. The Al2O3 thickness is 30 nm, and the scale bar is 5 μm. (ref 57)

A more complex plasmonic device consisting of a primary wire with two additional branches, one input and one output,
is shown in Figure 3a. For this structure, the wire ends marked with I1 and I2 function as inputs while the positions
labeled O1 and O2 serve as outputs. For the two incident light polarizations indicated by the red arrows, maximum light
emission is varied from O1 and O2 as a function of the relative phase of the two input fields (Figure 3b). This behaviour
can be understood directly from the QD emission images in Figure 3c. The output from O2 is controlled by the intensity
of the field in the wire junction (encircled by the dashed yellow rectangle), and the output from O1 is determined by the
field intensity at the end of the primary wire. The O1 and O2 emission intensities over several cycles of relative phase
(2π/cycle) of the two inputs are shown in Figure 3d. By defining specific intensity thresholds for “ON” and “OFF” states
for the structure in Figure 3, additional logic gates can be realized. For example, for an intensity threshold of 450 a.u.,
and considering O2 as the output, (I1=”ON”,I2=”OFF”) results in O2=”OFF”, (I1=”OFF”, I2=”ON”) results in
O2=”OFF”, and (I1=”ON”, I2=”ON”) input results in O2=”ON”, demonstrating the behavior of an AND gate.
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Figure 3. Modulation and routing of light in a two input-two output nanowire network. (a) Optical image of the network. (b)
Scattering images for two beam interference in one cycle. (c) QD emission images in one interference cycle. (d)
Scattering intensity at O1 andO2 terminals. Red, the intensity of O1 for simultaneous input of both I1 and I2; black, the
intensity of O2 for simultaneous input of I1 and I2; green, the intensity of O1 for I1 only and I2 only; cyan, the
intensity of O2 for I2 only; blue, the intensity of O2for I1 only.Al2O3 thickness is 50nm, scalebar is5μm. Red arrows in
(a) show the polarization of the two laser beams, and the white dashed rectangle in (a) mark the area displayed in (b, c).
(ref 57)

A summary of a few of the many logic functions that can be demonstrated in branched nanowire structures is provided in
Table 1. The logic gates AND, OR, and NOT, shown here, are sufficient to realize all binary logic functions. As shown
earlier, OR and XOR gates are related to each other, differing at one input by half a plasmon wavelength. Here we also
illustrate how the system in Figure 3 can be regarded as a binary adder, where two inputs (1+1) result in outputs of 1 (the
intensity threshold is defined as > 500) at output O2 and 0 at output O1: 1+1=10. Only one above-threshold signal at
either input results in 1 at O1 and 0 at O2: 0+1=1+0=01.
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Table 1. Examples of All-Optical Logic Operations Based on NW Networksa (ref 57)

a

The numbers in red are inputs and the numbers in blue are outputs. Unused terminals are labeled empty. The terminals labeled
control require the input to be ON.

4. CASCADE OF PLASMONIC LOGIC GATES
The logic operations have been realized by utilizing polarization and phase-dependent interference between plasmon
beams propagating through the wire network. But more complex logic functions and functional photonic circuits rely on
the possibility of cascading the basic gates. A particularly important step in this direction is the construction of so-called
universal gates, that is NAND and NOR gates, which can be combined to implement essentially any logic operation.
Figure 4a illustrates the schematics of cascaded plasmonic OR and NOT gates for the universal logic gate NOR. It has
been demonstrated that the interferences of two plasmon beams in single branched Ag NW structure can function as OR
or NOT gates. Here, we arranged Ag NWs with a micromanipulator to construct a four terminal NW structure composed
of a primary NW and two branch NWs as shown in Figure 4b. The first branch NW with the terminal marked as “I2”
and the first half part of the primary NW with terminal marked as “I1” form the first branched structure, which is
designed to function as an OR gate. The second branch NW with the terminal marked as “C” and the last half part of the
primary NW forms the second branched structure, which is designed to be a NOT gate. The experimental setup was
schematically shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 4. Cascaded logic gates for NOR gate and the experimental setup. (a) Schematic illustration of logic gate NOR built
by cascaded OR and NOT gates. (b) Optical image of the designed Ag NW structure. (c) Schematics of experimental
VHWXS%6EHDPVSOLWWHU3/5SRODUL]HUȜ3/KDOIZDYHSODWH6%&6ROHLO%DELQHWFRPSHQVDWRU2%-REMHFWLYH
UHI
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Figure 5a shows the output intensity for different inputs. For a particular given phase of I1 and I2, the outputs O(C, I1),
O(C, I2), and O(C, I1, I2) are simultaneously minimized (red lines in Figure 5ai, ii and iii), while the output O(I1, I2) is
close to maximum (green line in Figure 5aiv). If we define a scattering intensity from the output terminal of > 200 as the
“1” or “ON” state, e.g. the value above the green dot lines (O(I1), O(I2), O(C)) in Figure 5a, and the intensity < 200, e.g.
the red lines as “0” or “OFF” state, then all of the two inputs interference and the three inputs interference result in “0”
output for certain input phases. To illustrate the optical binary logic NOR gate, we treat terminal I1 and I2 as the input
ends for the signals, and terminal C as the control end. For any input from either I1 or I2 only, the control C will invert it,
i.e. invert “0” to “1”, or “1” to “0”. Hence, if we have input variables from (I1, I2): (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), the output
is 1, 0, 0, 0, respectively. That is the Boolean logic gate NOR. The scattering images for different inputs are shown in
Figure 5b-d, which clearly show that the NOR gate is cascaded by the OR gate and NOT gate.

Figure 5. Output intensity at the O end for different inputs versus the time sequence as the incident phases are changed. (a)
The output intensity for the inputs from terminals (C, I1), (C, I1, I2), (C, I2) and (I1, I2). The red lines emphasize the
output intensity for the NOR operation. The green line emphasizes the corresponding output intensity for (I1, I2). (b)
The scattering images showing the OR operations. (c) The scattering image when only C was enabled. (d) The
scattering images for the NOR operations, corresponding to a NOT function acting on bii and biii. The red arrows show
the incident laser polarization. The green and yellow circles mark the C branch junction and the O terminal,
respectively. (ref 58)
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Figure 6 Dependence of plasmon interference on incident polarizations. (a) QD fluorescence image by wide field
illumination. Dashed white lines show the outline of the branch NWs. (b, c) QD fluorescence images with excitation at
different terminals with polarization indicated by the white arrows. (d) The output intensity at terminal O as a function
of the phase difference between two laser beams. Green: the output intensity when only one input (I1, I2, or C) is
applied. Black: the output intensity resulting from two incident beams (I1 and I2). Red: the output intensity resulting
from two incident beams (I1 and C). The incident polarizations at I1 and I2 terminals used for this set of measurement
corresponds to the polarizations shown in c and bii. The incident polarization at C terminal is the same as in Figure 5.
(e) Interference depth of (I1, I2) and (I1, C) as a function of polarization angle θ of the input laser at the I1 terminal.
The definition of θ is shown in (a). The polarizations of I2 and C are kept the same as those in Figure 5. (ref 58)

In order to understand the mechanism of cascaded plasmonic logic devices, we use QD fluorescence to image the EM
near-field distribution of the propagating plasmons on metal NWs. Figure 6a shows the QD fluorescence image by a
wide field excitation, which indicates an even distribution of QD coating on the NWs. The white dashed lines show the
outline of the branch NWs. The white dotted curved lines in Figure 6b mark the outline of the EM field packets at the
two connection junctions between the branches and the main wire. It is interesting that the plasmon packet position of
zigzag pattern with strong EM near-field intensity overlapped with the position of the junction between the main wire
and the C branch wire for the inputs corresponding to Figure 5b. In order to make NOT gate works well, this kind nearfield distribution at the branch junction position is crucial to obtain sufficient interference between two plasmon beams
(one launched in the main wire, and another one in the branch) to make the output intensity sufficiently small. For
plasmonic OR gate, significant interference is not required. Strong interference requires that two beams should meet
closely at the beginning, i.e., the node position with strong EM intensity should overlap with the connecting junction.
Hence, the degree of such overlapping will determine how well the beams interfere.
If the polarization of I1 input is rotated to be about 130o as shown in Figure 6c, the zigzag EM near-field distribution
pattern is dramatically changed from that in Figure 6bi. In Figure 6c, the intense EM field packet of the zigzag pattern is
completely moved away from the C branch junction, while the I2 branch junction now overlaps with an intense EM field
packet. The interference between C and I1 becomes much less strong as shown in Figure 6d (red curve), while the
interference between I1 and I2 becomes much stronger (black curve). The interference depth, i.e. the ratio of maximum
and minimum output intensity (Imax/Imin) when the phase of two plasmon beams differs by π, can be tuned by shifting
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the zigzag EM wave packet on or off the branch junctions with different incident polarization on the primary wire
(Figure 6e).

5. SUMMARY
In simple photonic networks composed of Ag NWs, a complete family of Boolean logic gates is demonstrated by
interference of plasmon beams launched at different input terminals. Furthermore, a plasmonic NOR gate is
demonstrated by cascading OR gate and NOT gate. We use QD as local reporters to image the local electric field
distribution of propagating SPs along Ag NWs, which provides a valuable tool for the study of plasmons propagating in
NW networks. The underlying physical mechanism for the logic operations is that the plasmon interferences modulate
the near field distribution and thus control the output intensity. To realized the cascaded NOR gate, the plasmon packet
should overlap with the junction between the main wire and the control branch. These findings shed new light onto both
fundamental understanding of propagating plasmons in complex networks and may advance the development of
integrated plasmonic devices for new generation information technologies.
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